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Abstract—Particle methods are an established way to represent
messages and perform message passing in factor graphs. Despite
their common use, there are several cases for which messages
are hard to compute, even in linear models. Building on results
from Gaussian message passing, we demonstrate how backward
particle-based messages can be computed and describe a practical
application in the context of fiber-optical communications.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Factor graphs have received considerable attention in the
communications and signal processing community, for their
ability to express problems and algorithms in a systematic and
unified manner [1]. A variety of message passing algorithms
can be executed on a factor graph to solve inference problems.
Among these methods, the sum–product algorithm (belief
propagation) is arguably the most common. However, belief
propagation on factor graphs is plagued by two difficulties: (i)
the presence of cycles; (ii) representation of messages related
to continuous variables. This paper concerns the latter issue.
Representation of messages of continuous variables can
be accomplished in a number of ways, including quantizing/gridding the message domain, approximation by distributions from a parametric family (e.g., Gaussian), projection
onto a suitable set of basis functions, so that the message
representation are the coordinates along the basis functions,
and, finally, a particle representation of the message by a
sequence of weighted particles. While all methods are widely
used, theoretical results have mainly focused on Gaussian
representations, in particular for linear models. Particles were
considered in [2] for a factor graph-based design of a detector
for nonlinear optical communication. However, [2] relied on a
conventional matched filter to cope with non-invertible linear
transformations, which may not be optimal.
In this paper, in order compare the matched filtering approach from [2] (which we will term “projection”) with an
approach based on the sum–product algorithm (which we will
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Figure 1. Basic building blocks, including (a) 3-way equality; (b) addition
of noise; (c) summation; (d) matrix multiplication; (e) a general nonlinear
function. Inset (f) shows leftward and rightward messages.

term “slicing”), we build on [3], [4] and relate several results
from [1] to particle representations in linear systems in combination with specific non-linearities. We consider different
approaches for the explicit computation of backward messages
for linear models using particles. We apply these techniques
to the problem considered in [2], indicating that the matched
filtering approach from [2] is suboptimal and that slicing leads
to improved performance.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
We recall that in a factor graph, a function
f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) ∈ R≥0 with arbitrary variables1 is
represented by a factor vertex (generally labeled by the
function) and N edges, each labeled with one of the variables
(generally in capitals, to distinguish the variable from its
value). Given incoming messages µin
Xi (xi ), the outgoing
message on edge Xj is computed as
ˆ
!
µout
(x
)
∝
f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN )
µin
(1)
j
Xj
Xi (xi )dxi"=j ,
i"=j

where ∝ indicates that the message can be normalized.
Basic building blocks/factors include the following [1]:
(a) 3-way equality:
f (x, y, z) = δ(x − y)δ(x − z).
(2)
(b) Addition of noise:
f (x, y) = N (y|x, Σ),

(3)

where N (y; x, Σ) denotes a Gaussian distribution in y
with mean x and covariance matrix Σ.
(c) Summation:
f (x, y, z) = δ(z − (x + y)).
(4)
(d) Matrix multiplication:
f (x, y) = δ(y − Ax),

(5)

where A is an N × M matrix.
(e) Nonlinear function2:
f (x, y) = δ(y − φ(x)),

(6)

in which we will limit ourselves to functions for which,
for any y, X (y) = {x|φ(x) = y} is either finite or
empty.
Factor graphs of these functions are shown in Fig. 1. Note
that the large black arrows are part of the representation and
1 The

variables xi could be real, complex, binary, vectors, etc.
that we will designate both f (x, y) and φ(x) as functions. From the
context it should be clear what is meant.
2 Note

are not indicative of the message flow and that the labels in
the vertices are only intended to convey which factor they
correspond to (e.g., the vertex labeled “A” corresponds to the
function δ(y − Ax)). The small red arrows and the arrows
→
above the message notation refer to message flow (e.g., µ X (x)
for a message flowing from left to right) .
For the first four basic building blocks, when incoming
messages (from any direction) are Gaussian, the outgoing
messages are also Gaussian and can be computed in closed
form [1]. For the nonlinear function, this is no longer true. In
the presence of nonlinear functions over continuous variables,
Gaussianity is not preserved and other message representations
are required. In particular, we consider particle representations
where a message, say µX (x), is represented by a list of
(k)
K samples x(k) and corresponding weights wX , in which
"K
(k)
(k)
(k)
}
k=1 wX = 1. The representation of µX (x) by {wX , x
should be understood in the sense that for any integrable
function g(x)
ˆ
K
#
(k)
g(x)µX (x)dx ≈
wX g(x(k) ).
(7)
k=1

We can thus express the representation as an approximation
of the form:
K
#
(k)
µX (x) ≈
wX δ(x − x(k) ).
(8)
k=1

Our objective is to compute particle representations of outgoing messages (both leftward and rightward), given particle
representations of incoming messages for the functions (2)–
(6).
III. M ESSAGE C OMPUTATION
A. 3-way equality

In the three-way equality, the incoming messages µX (x)
and µY (y) are given in particle form as in (8).3 Based on (1),
the outgoing message is given by
¨
µZ (z) =
δ(x − z)δ(y − z)µX (x)µY (y)dxdy
= µX (z)µY (z).

(9)

The problem now arises that µX (z) and µY (z) are not
available for the same z. The problem can be avoided by
smoothing the particle distribution and attaching a kernel to
each particle [4]:
K
#
(k)
µ̃X (x) =
wX hσ (x − x(k) ),
(10)
k=1

in which the kernel function$hσ (x) can
% be a Gaussian
2
1
&x&
hσ (x) =
exp − 2 = N (x; 0, σ 2 I), (11)
2σ
(2π)N/2 σ N
where I denotes the identity matrix of proper size and σ
is a parameter that should be chosen appropriately. In fact,
optimization of σ is nontrivial and results are only known
for low-dimensional scenarios. For that reason, σ is often set
using Silverman’s rule of thumb [5]. Note that the particle
3 Note

that the roles of x, y, and z are interchangeable.

representation is recovered when σ → 0. Note that (10) can
be evaluated for any x.
A particle representation of µZ (z) can thus be found as
follows:
(1) Draw samples z (1) , . . . , z (K) from a proposal distribution4 qZ (z)
(2) Compute weights using the smoothened distributions
µ̃X (z (k) )µ̃Y (z (k) )
(k)
.
(12)
wZ ∝
qZ (z (k) )
(3) Normalize the weights so they add up to one. The
message µZ (z) can be approximated using weighted
(k)
particles {wZ , z (k) }.
B. Addition of noise
→
When a particle representation of µ X (x) is available, we
generate an internal particle e(k) ∼ N (e; 0, Σ) for each x(k)
→
and set y (k) = x(k) + e(k) to obtain µ Y (y). Conversely, when
←
a particle representation of µ Y (y) is available, we generate
an internal particle e(k) ∼ N (e; 0, Σ) for each y (k) and set
←
x(k) = y (k) + e(k) to obtain µ X (x). Note that we have used
the symmetry of the Gaussian distribution and that the particle
weights are unchanged.
C. Summation
Let us first consider the case where the incoming messages
are µX (x) and µZ (z) and are given in particle form. Assume
that x, y, z ∈ RN . The summation factor can be expressed
f (x, y, z) = δ(y − A[z T xT ]T ), in which A is a 1 × 2N vector
of N ones followed by N minus ones.5 If instead we consider
µX (x) and µY (y) as incoming messages, the summation
factor can be expressed as f (x, y, z) = δ(z − A[x y]T ), in
which A is a vector of 2N ones. In any case, we see that
summation is a special case of a linear function, so we will
defer the message computation until subsections III-D and
III-F.
D. Forward message for (non)linear functions
For a general function y = φ(x), when the incoming
→
→
messages µ X (x) is given, the outgoing message µ Y (y) is
→
of the form [6] →
# µ (x)
X
µ Y (y) =
,
(13)
|φ& (x)|
x∈X (y)

in which X (y) = {x|φ(x) = y} and |φ& (x)| denotes the
absolute value determinant of the Jacobian. In particle repre→
sentations, the outgoing message µ Y (y) is found by pushing
the particles through the function [3], so that
ˆ
→
→
µ Y (y) = δ(y − φ(x)) µ X (x)dx
≈

K
#

(k)

wX δ(y − φ(x(k) )).

(14)

k=1
4 By choosing the proposal distribution as either µ (x) or µ (y), the
X
Y
computation of the weights can be simplified. The choice of proposal
distribution is often application-specific.
5 Note that, for 1 an N × 1 all-ones vector, [1T − 1T ][z T xT ]T = z − x,
so that δ(y − A[z T xT ]T ) = δ(y − (z − x)) = δ(z − (x + y)).

(k)

(k)

In other words, {wY = wX , y (k) = φ(x(k) )} forms a
→
particle representation of µ Y (y). This result is of course valid
for functions of the form φ(x) = Ax, including the summation
operation from Section III-C.
E. Backward message for (non)linear functions

k=1

For the backward messages (both here and in Section
III-F), we will make an additional assumption: the underlying
←
message µ Y (y) from which the particles are obtained is such
←
that µ Y (y) > 0, for all y.
For a function of the form y = φ(x), given a particle
←
(k)
representation {wY , y (k) } of the incoming message µ Y (y),
←
the outgoing message, µ X (x), is given by
ˆ
←
←
µ X (x) = δ(y − φ(x)) µ Y (y)dy
K
#

≈

(k)

wY δ(y (k) − φ(x)).

(15)

k=1
←

We see that µ X (x) only has mass for x ∈ & X (y (k) ).
&
Denoting the cardinality of the set X (y (k) ) by &X (y (k) )&,
we can construct the following particle
representations
of
&
&
←
µ X (x): for each y (k) we have &X (y (k) )& particles (say
(k)
(k)
x(k,1) , . . . , x(k,|X (y )|) ), all
with weight
wY , leading to a
&
"K &
(k)
representation with k=1 &X (y )& particles.
For general functions φ(x), determining the sets X (y (k) )
may be computationally hard. More problematically, in some
cases X (y (k) ) may be empty, possibly for all k, precluding
the use of the above method (this happens when φ(x) is an
injection).
There are
cases: (i) when φ(x) is an invertible
& two special
&
function, &X (y (k) )& = 1, so the particle representation is of
(k)
the form {wY , φ−1 (y (k) )}; (ii) when φ(x) = Ax, which is
detailed in the next section.
F. Backward message for linear functions
1) Gaussian message passing: We have seen that, in general, computing backward messages is hard. However, for the
case of Gaussian messages and linear functions (y = Ax),
backward messages can be evaluated in closed form. We
consider the case where A is an N × M matrix. From [1],
←
[7], we recall that
ˆ when µ Y (y) = N (y; mY , ΣY ) then
←
µ X (x)

=

δ(y − Ax)N (y; mY , ΣY )dy

= N (Ax; mY , ΣY ) ∝ N (x; mX , ΣX ),

(16)

in which [7, Table 3]
'
(# T −1
mX = AT Σ−1
A ΣY m Y
Y A

Σ−1
X

T

=A

Σ−1
Y A,

←

When µ Y (y) is a mixture of Gaussians, we can apply the
above procedure to each mixture component, since integration
is a linear operation. Thus, when
K̃
#
←
(k)
(k)
(k)
(19)
µ Y (y) =
wY N (y, mY , ΣY ),

(17)
(18)

where (·)# denotes the Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse. The
←
expression (16) thus reveals that µ X (x) is obtained by evalu←
ating µ Y (y) along the subspace y = Ax. For injective A, we
←
can interpret this as slicing µ Y (y) along this subspace.

then

←
µ X (x)

=

K̃
#

(k)

(k)

(k)

wY N (Ax, mY , ΣY )

k=1

=

K̃
#

(k)

(k)

(k)

wY s(k) N (x, mX , ΣX ),

(20)

k=1

where each Gaussian mixture component is scaled by6
)
,,
)
1 * (k) +T * (k) +−1 (k)
(k)
mY
ΣY
mY
s = exp −
2
) )*
,,
+−1
+T *
1
(k)
(k)
(k)
× exp
,
mX
ΣX
mX
2
(k)

(21)

(k)

and mX and ΣX are computed from (17)–(18) by sub(k)
(k)
stituting mY by mY and ΣY by ΣY . The weights can
←
be normalized such that µ X (x) can be interpreted as a
distribution, i.e.,
(k)
w s(k)
(k)
(22)
wX = " Y (k! ) ! .
(k )
k! wY s

2) Particle message passing: We now specialize the above
(k)
(k)
expressions to the particular case when ΣY = σ 2 I, mY =
(k)
y , and K̃ = K, so that
'
(#
(k)
mX = AT A AT y (k)
(23)
.
λ
1
λ
1
L
T
Σ−1
. . . 2 0 . . . 0 QT , (24)
X = 2 A A = Qdiag
σ
σ2
σ
in which Q is an orthogonal matrix, λ1 , . . . , λL are the L ≤ M
strictly positive eigenvalues of AT A, and diag [·] generates a
diagonal matrix from its vector argument. In other words, the
last M − L columns of Q span the null-space of AT A.
We can express the relation (19) as
K
K
#
#
←
(k)
(k)
µ Y (y) =
wY N (y, y (k) , σ 2 I) →
wY δ(y − y (k) ),
k=1

k=1

as σ → 0, which is exactly the form of a particle representation. The outgoing message can be expressed as
←
µ X (x)

=

K
#

k=1

'
(#
(k)
(k)
wY s(k) N (x, AT A AT y (k) , ΣX ), (25)

"K
(k) (k)
in which we tacitly assumed
= 1, wherein
k=1 wY s
(k)
(due to ΣY = σ 2 I)
(
' 1
(k)
(k)
s(k) = exp − 2 (&mY &2 − &AmX &2 ) .
(26)
2σ
6 When expressing N (Ax; m , Σ ) as N (x; m , Σ ), there is a scaling
Y
Y
X
X
factor. This scaling can be absorbed in the normalization when there is
only one mixture component (as was implicitly done in (16)), but must be
accounted for explicitly when there are multiple Gaussian mixture components
with different scaling.

Letting σ → 0 does not necessarily recover a meaningful
←
particle representation of µ X (x). To understand this, we
consider three cases, depending on whether A is bijective,
injective, or surjective.
(k)
(k)
A is bijective: Since mY = AmX , it follows that
(k)
s = 1, ∀k. Hence, letting σ → 0 in (25) yields
K
#
'
(#
←
(k)
µ X (x) →
wY δ(x − AT A AT y (k) ),
(27)
k=1

'
(#
'
(#
so x = AT A AT y (k) . Note that AT A AT = A−1 .
This is merely a special case of an invertible function, discussed in Section III-E. We thus find that each particle y (k) is
transformed to x(k) = A−1 y (k) .
A is surjective: This happens, e.g., for fat matrices. In
this case, the null-space of AT A is not empty, so that L < M
←
(see (24)). Furthermore, s(k) = 1, ∀k. The message µ X (x)
can still be expressed in the form (27), though now each
'
(#
particle x(k) = AT A AT y (k) represents an (M − L)dimensional space of the form
M
#
x = x(k) +
αl ql ,
(28)
(k)

l=L+1

in which αl are arbitrary scalars and {ql }M
l=L+1 is a basis
for the null-space of AT A. Hence, the concept of a particle must be extended to account for any point given by
←
(28). We can denote the particle representation of µ X (x) by
(k)
(k)
(k)
{wX , x(k) , {qL+1 , . . . , qM }}, in which wX = wY .
A is injective: This happens, e.g., for tall matrices. In
this case s(k) is of the general form (26). We introduce
(k)
(k)
d(k) = ||mY ||2 − ||AmX ||2 ≥ 0. We further introduce
∗
(k)
k = arg mink d . Letting σ → 0 will lead to
'
(#
∗
←
µ X (x) → δ(x − AT A AT y (k ) ),
(29)

so that only the particle y (k) closest to the space y = Ax is rel'
(#
evant, and is projected onto the space x = AT A AT y. This
is clearly not a meaningful particle representation, moreover
it is not consistent with the Gaussian case from Section III-F1
(i.e., when the particles y (k) are drawn from a Gaussian, we
←
would expect the particle representation of µ X (x) correspond
to particles from a Gaussian). The situation can be improved
by increasing σ. However, as we have seen in Section III-A, an
optimal choice of σ is not obvious. An alternative approach is
to approximate the particles with a Gaussian distribution and
apply the message passing rules (i.e., slicing) from Section
III-F1.
IV. N UMERICAL E XAMPLES
A. Illustrating example
In this section we will demonstrate the ideas for backward
message passing for an injective transformation of the form
←
y = Ax with A = [1 2]T . As before, we assume µ Y (y) > 0
for all y and is represented by a large
number
of particles
'
(#
(k)
{wY , y (k) }. Now, AT A = 5 and AT A AT = [1 2]/5.
←
←
An example of the µ Y (y) and µ X (x) is shown in Fig. 2,

according to two approaches, both of which are based on
first approximating the particles {y (k) } with a Gaussian
←
N (y, mY , ΣY ). The red µ X (x) is obtained by applying the
'
(#
slicing operation (17)–(18), so that mX = AT A AT mY
T −1
and Σ−1
X = A ΣY A, which for this specific case yields the
correct result when the number of particles is large. The blue
←
µ X (x) is obtained by projecting the individual particles to
the space y = Ax. Clearly, this second approach leads to an
incorrect distribution, in terms of both the mean and variance.
←
Note, however, that when µ Y (y) is a Gaussian with ΣY a
scaled identity matrix, slicing and projection give the same
result.
B. Coherent optical receiver
An application of practical importance is the design of
a digital communication receiver, in particular for situations
where the optimal receiver may not be known in closed form,
e.g., in fiber-optical communication systems [2]. We consider
the setup based on [8, Fig. 1], where a single polarization
16-QAM sequence x is modulated using a root raised cosine
pulse with roll-off of 25%, leading to a signal y, and fed into
a fiber-optical channel with 60 spans, each span comprising
80 km standard single mode fiber, an amplifier, and dispersion
compensating fiber. The channel introduces dispersion, nonlinearity due to the Kerr effect, and noise due to the amplifiers.
The fiber and system parameters can be found in [8, Table 1].
The received signal is denoted by r. The goal of the receiver
is to recover x from r, by computing p(x|r) using a factor
graph.
The received signal is processed with stochastic digital
backpropagation (SDBP) [2], which performs message passing
on a factor graph model of the channel, starting with the
received signal r. In particular, each fiber is modeled using
the split step Fourier method, where the fiber is split into
many small segments and each segment consists of linear
and nonlinear blocks as in Fig. 1 (d) and Fig. 1 (e). The
amplifier can be modeled similar to Fig. 1 (c). The variables
in the factor graph are the waveforms before and after each
segment, before and after each amplifier, as well as x and
y. The messages are represented using particles. After the
particles are passed backward through each of the blocks of
←
the system, we obtain K particles {y (k) } representing µ Y (y),
describing the uncertainty regarding y. The relation between
x and y can be modeled as y = Ax as in Fig. 1 (d),
where A represents the pulse shape including up-sampling.
←
To obtain µ X (x), we consider two approaches, which start
with a Gaussian approximation7 of {y (k) } with mean mY and
covariance ΣY . We then apply the slicing approach (leading
'
(# T −1
T −1
to mX = AT Σ−1
A ΣY mY and Σ−1
Y A
X = A ΣY A) as
well as a projection-style
the
'
(# approach in which we project
T −1
mean mX = AT A AT mY , but keep Σ−1
=
A
Σ
X
Y A,
both followed by symbol-by-symbol decisions. Note that in
our application, the number of particles K is much smaller
7 We separate real and imaginary parts of y (k) to capture correlations
between them.
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Figure 2.
Example: y
=
[x 2x]T . We set µ Y (y) as
N (y; [0 2]T , [2 1.9; 1.9 2]) and generate K = 106 samples, a scatter
plot of which is shown in the top figure, along with the dash-dotted line
←
y = [x 2x]T . The bottom figure shows the (scaled) message µ X (x),
←
obtained by approximating µ Y (y) by a Gaussian and applying the slicing
operation (red) or projecting the particles onto the space y = [x 2x]T (blue).

than the dimension of y. To avoid singular estimates of ΣY ,
we taper ΣY around its main diagonal, i.e., we replace [ΣY ]ij
with [ΣY ]ij × exp(−|i − j|/t), for a tapering factor t > 0
[9]. We compare with the reference approach from [2], where
each y (k)
onto y = Ax, leading to particles
' is projected
(#
x(k) = AT A AT y (k) , corresponding to matched filtering
followed by symbol rate sampling of each y (k) . For each
symbol, the corresponding particles are approximated with a
bivariate Gaussian distribution based on which a symbol-bysymbol decision is made.
In Fig. 3, we compare all these approaches in terms of
the symbol error rate (SER). We observe that projection of
the particles, as proposed in [2], leads to approximately the
same performance as projection of the Gaussian approximation of the particles, for large enough t. Moreover, slicing
the Gaussian approximation of the particles, as dictated by
the sum–product algorithm, leads to superior performance.
This indicates that matched filtering followed by symbol rate
sampling is in general suboptimal and that the sub-optimality
is due to an incorrect computation of the mean, not the
covariance.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We have considered the problem of backward message
passing in factor graphs using particles for certain linear and
non-linear factors. We show that the problem is hard, even for
factors that describe linear transformation. To address this, we
have proposed a Gaussian approximation of the particles, and
utilize a slicing and projection operation for message computation. The slicing operation follows from the sum–product
algorithm, while the projection operation is an approximation.
We have applied these to the problem of receiver design for

0

5

10

t

15

20

25

Figure 3. Symbol error rate as a function of the taper size t for a fiber
optical communication receiver using SDBP [2]. We considered 16-QAM
transmission over 60 spans of 80 km fiber at an input power of -3 dBm.

coherent optical communication over a channel that includes
dispersion, nonlinearities, and noise. We found that the slicing
operation outperforms the benchmark method, though further
analysis is needed to quantify these gains in a variety of
scenarios.
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